ANDHRA UNIVERSITY

No. L.I(1)/U.G./BBA/Syllabi & MQP/ 2024

From: The Registrar

To
The Controller of Examination
Andhra University,
Visakhapatnam

Sir,

Sub: Approval of BBA course Scheme /Syllabus & Model Question Papers 2nd and 4th Semesters - Reg.

Ref: Letter dated 18-04-2024 received from the Principal Visakha Govt. Degree & P.G. College for Women, Visakhapatnam.

* * *

With reference to the above, I am by Direction to inform you that the Scheme /Syllabus & Model Question Papers of BBA (Logistics Management) of 2nd Semester academic batch 2023-2026, BBA (Logistics) of 4th Semester academic batch 2022-2025 and language subject of Telugu, English and Hindi structure Syllabus & Model question papers of BBA (Health care Management), academic batch 2023-2026 has been approved and intimated to SI/Section and as well as Controller of Examinations, Andhra University and also placed in Website, Andhra university, as per the norms of University and the above matter is reported to ensuing academic senate for ratification.

Yours faithfully,

(K. UMA MAHESHWARI)
DEPUTY REGISTRAR (ACADEMIC)

Copies to:

1. The Dean of Academic Affairs, A.U., VSP.
3. The Dean, CDC, A.U., Vsp.
5. The Principals of all Affiliated Colleges offering U.G. programs in Vsp & Vzm Districs.
6. The Secretary to V.C., Rector Table, P.A. to Registrar, A.U., Vsp.
7. The Director, Computer Centre, A.U., Vsp.
8. O.C. & M, O.O.F.